24 LISTING

$ 1,382,720

32 PENDING

$ 1,807,530

YOUR COMPLETE

Real Estate
Back Office

12 CLOSED
THIS MONTH

$ 700,214

Why BrokerMint?
Learn how to boost your efficiency by integrating your technology stack.
Join thousands of other brokerages we've helped solve daily challenges for with
our integrated products. From ready-to-be-used options to advanced custom
solutions, we’ve covered it all.
The problems brokerages deal with mostly boil down to important stuff scattered
in too many places— lost emails, chasing down clients or agents to get
signatures, reams of transaction paperwork, etc. That’s why BrokerMint can help
you. We combine all the tools your team needs in a single, simple package that
gets you back to selling real estate.
And the best part: we integrate all 10 of our products to work in tandem with
other tools.
We use BrokerMint to manage every task your back office does in one centralized
dashboard. With our one stop shop brokerage management solution, all the
information you need is right at your fingertips.
Want to see everything BrokerMint does? Check out our full list of features. If
you have any questions for us, we'd be happy to answer.

Learn more

Our Simple Start Plan
The Tools We Integrate With our Simple Start Plan:

Google Calendar

Cloud Storage

We funnel all your major transaction milestones
into your Google Calendar and set it to
automatically invite everyone to recieve the
updates.

What can be more valuable than your data? We
connect your back office to a virtual storage
through DropBox & Google Drive to make sure
you always have copies of your files. We don't
keep your information hostage!

DocuSign

Apination

Digitally sign and secure forms to help speed up
an ordinarily time-consuming and frustrating
process, helping you to close more contracts
quickly and efficiently.

Connecting more tools that you use on daily
basis without coding? Absolutely possible with
help of the Apination platform that already has
over 150+ ready to be used integrations.

This plan works for small teams or brokerages with up to 7 agents. It'll ease your
pain if you're handling commission structures and contracts manually, or if you’re
wading through a stack of spreadsheets to find the progress of each contract.

Learn more

Our Standart Plan
The Tools We Integrate With our Standart Plan:

With Our Standard Plan,
We Integrate All the Tools from
our Simple Plan

Plus More:

CoreLogic Matrix
We'll connect your MLS system to allow
seamless data flow to your deals. All the
information gets pre-populated so you don't
have to waste time refilling data to start signing
forms and setting commissions.

QuickBooks

RealSatisfied

QuickBooks accounting system is used by over
80% of brokerages. This integrated tool allows
instant data flow that eliminates manual entry
and removes the need to run expensive
reconciliation projects.

Gathering feedback from clients has never been
easier! You get instant feedback from clients to
drive referrals.

When you’re starting out and you’re closing around 10-15 deals a month, you
may think it’s easy enough to track and manage all of this via a simple
spreadsheet system--and at this stage in your business, it very well could be.
But growth is the name of the game in this industry, and there will likely come a
time when you can’t manage it all with spreadsheets alone. And do you really
want to invest hours of time trying to convert everything over into some clunky
(and expensive) system built in house? Or would you rather work with a system
that was built by brokers, for brokerages?

Learn more

Our Enterprise Plan
The Tools We Integrate With our Enterprise Plan:

Enterprise Plan,
You get all the same integrated
tools

Plus More:

Updater
Take care of your clients from start to finish,
manage deals and enjoy the power of automatic
processes that leverage the Updater platform.
This and other integrated solutions keep your
toolkit fresh and your clients happy.

CRM Systems

Report

Nurture leads in your CRM system and
automatically feed them over to your back office
once they go under contract. That means no
more delays for your clients!

We integrate this tool so you can report
production to your franchiser with a click.

This plan is for you if you’re a successful enterprise brokerage and want to scale
further. You’ve reached a point where you need more office space—whether that
means expanding your current office or opening up a brand new one.
Your new office will copy every successful effort to get the same results your first
one gets. This means you’ll add more agents and administrators and will most
likely deal with 30 to 35 transactions per month.

Learn more

Our Enterprise Plan
More Tools We Integrate With our Enterprise Plan:

Enterprise Plan,
You get all the same integrated
tools

Plus More:

Salesforce
We make it easy to use enterprise level solutions
like Salesforce. Your job is to sell real estate, not
code. That's why our experts turn this
complicated task into an easy one. Since we've
done this dozens of times, we're ready to hold
your hand through the entire process.

Expand your toolkit
We connect Microsoft Dynamics, Sage and
NetSuite to your other important tools. Helping
you expand your toolkit of systems is how we
position you to do your best business!

You’ve become a super successful brokerage and it’s time to duplicate your
successes. At this point you’ll probably operate out of 4 to 5 offices and plan to
bring on more roles into the company.
Your new regional manager will need to track each office’s performance. That’s
where our comprehensive set of software solutions can help you. Your business
is in a good spot—our integrated tools will help keep you there.

Learn more

